RTD Stream
Consolidate All Your ERP Data into a Single
S4/HANA View
SAP Business Suite 4 SAP HANA (SAP S/4HANA) is a
business suite offering available as an on premises
or cloud solution for finance organizations. Powered
by SAP HANA, it provides real-time controls and
insights to CFO’s and finance departments so they
can better optimize their business in an increasingly
more fragment ERP landscape.
RTD Stream enhances SAP S4/HANA by automating
the integration of heterogeneous ERP data (such as
general ledger data from Oracle E-Business Suite, JD
Edwards or other non-SAP ERP systems), and
delivering it into S4/HANA for a complete financial
view of the business. Enabling access to all of the
organization’s fragmented ERP data allows for
finance professionals to centrally control their
operations in a true shared services environment.
RTD Stream is an innovative solution that leverages
our deep understanding of the internal Oracle ERP’s
and SAP HANA data structures. Unlike other
approaches, RTD Stream automatically extracts,
transforms, rationalizes, maps and organizes Oracle
ERP systems data (JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, EBusiness Suite) then structures and continuously
feeds the data into SAP S4/HANA for a consolidated
view.

RTD Stream can be expanded to include
RapidDecision, our analytics solution running on
HANA to enable additional subject areas beyond
general ledger to provide a richer reporting and
analytics capability. Twenty-two additional subject
areas including AP, AR, Inventory, and Sales are
available.
By adding RapidDecision, SAP S4/HANA finance
users can query general ledger data and drill down
into detailed business transactions. For example,
users can link a revenue journal entry to the original
sales order. An expense transaction can be
associated with the purchase order, receipt or
payable. And inventory valuation can be linked to
real time inventory balances.
Key Benefits

▶

RTD Stream is a prebuilt solution that allows you
to easily load your non-SAP ERP data into S4
HANA.

▶

Adding RapidDecision on HANA ensures 100% of
the Oracle ERP (JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, EBusiness Suite) transaction data is available for
analysis. Reports can be enhanced and new
analytics created without the typical delays and
the effort required to extract additional data
elements from source systems.
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▶

All SAP and non-SAP ERP data is available on a
single HANA platform.

▶

Data is continuously updated and remains
current - mitigating the need for periodic
refreshes that can impact system and network
performance.

▶

ERP version changes that can impact the
internal ERP data structure are completely
transparent to the reports and analytics.

▶

RapidDecision is certified by the SAP Center
of Excellence for SAP HANA.
In addition, the RTD Stream solution can capture
data from other non-Oracle ERP, CRM and custom
systems with a Universal Adapter.
With the fastest time to value, lowest risk and
lowest total cost of ownership, RTD Stream can
be installed in as little as 10 days per ERP source.
And with a fixed price guarantee, the
implementation eliminates costly surprises.

For More Information
To learn more about how to integrate Oracle ERP data
into SAP S4/HANA to enable a complete financial view
of your business, please visit:
www.datalyticstechnologies.com.
For more information about Magnitude Software,
please visit: www.magnitudesoftware.com
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